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0. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1968, Warfield W introduced a duality for torsion-free abelian
groups that has seen numerous applications and spawned extensive re-
 .search. If X is a rank-1 group always torsion-free abelian , then Warfield
duality applied to the category of X-locally free groups}those groups G
 .such that G embeds as an End X -submodule of a finite direct sum of
copies of X. The maps are the usual group homomorphisms. For X-locally
 .free groups G, the Warfield dual is Hom G, X . Warfield duality is
elegant and powerful but it cannot be applied to important classes of
abelian groups, including Butler groups}the homomorphic images of
finite direct sums of subgroups of the additive rationals, W.
There is a duality for Butler groups in the quasihomomorphism setting.
w xFirst constructed by Butler himself Bu-2 , Butler duality has been ex-
w x w x.tended in subsequent work Ri , AV-2 , always in the quasihomo-
morphism category. However, researchers have produced a mystifying
abundance of dual theorems on Butler groups, dual in the homomorphism
category. Three examples are presented in detail in Sect. 5. Since the
 .groups involved need not be X-locally free for any X , the duality results
cannot be explained by Warfield duality. The proofs of dual theorems have
heretofore been obtained by ``dualizing proofs.''
One might be tempted to look for a different duality to explain the dual
w x w xresults. Indeed, Lady L-3 and Reid Re showed that Warfield duality
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could be extended to locally free modules over Dedekind domains, and
w x w xrecent work by Bazzoni and Salce BS and Goeters G investigates
additional classes of rings over which Warfield duality holds. Nonetheless,
w xthe main theorem of FGVW shows that such results can never explain
the dual theorems on Butler groups: Essentially, the only homomorphism
duality on torsion-free modules of finite rank over Dedekind domains is
Warfield duality, and Warfield duality requires locally free modules.
How then to explain the abundance of dual results for Butler groups?
We will show that if we are willing to replace isomorphism with near-iso-
morphism, we can construct a duality that explains all the dual results we
 .have tested Sect. 3 . An important component of our machinery is an
extension of Warfield duality to locally completely decomposable groups
 .Theorem 1.5 . This is accomplished by restricting the allowable homomor-
phisms. Some such restriction is unavoidable in view of the result from
w xFGVW mentioned above.
Section 1 lays the groundwork for our duality, extending Warfield
 .duality to locally completely decomposable groups defined below . The
main result, Theorem 1.5, seems to be of independent interest. Section 2
provides a quick review of Butler duality and equivalence. In Sect. 3, we
combine the duality of Sect. 1 with Butler duality to obtain our near-iso-
morphism dual. In Sect. 4 we describe the effect of our dual on socles and
 .radicals Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 . These results are
crucial to the applications in Section 5.
1. AN EXTENSION OF WARFIELD DUALITY TO
LOCALLY COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE GROUPS
 .A group G is called locally completely decomposable LCD if the
localization G at each prime p is completely decomposable. It is easy top
check that, for X a rank-1 group, X-locally free groups are LCD. Indeed,
 .if G is X-locally free, then G is either free pX / X or divisiblep
 .  .pX s X . For an arbitrary LCD group G we may write G s R p [p
 .  .  .D p , where R p is a free Z -module and D p is divisible. The divisiblep
 .  .part D p is, of course, unique. The complementary summand R p is
unique only up to isomorphism. As we shall see, the nonuniqueness of
 .R p is a major hurdle in constructing an extension of Warfield duality to
LCD groups. To surmount this hurdle we introduce the following defini-
tions.
A local representation is a locally completely decomposable group G
 .together with a sequence R p of free Z -submodules, one for each primep
 .  .p, such that G s R p [ D p . We can regard R as a function mappingp
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 .  .primes p to complementary summands R p of D p in G and write ap
 .local representation as G, R . We construct a category Loc whose objects
 .  X X.are local representations by defining maps w : G, R ª G , R to be
vector space homomorphisms from QG to QGX such that wG : GX and
 . X . XwR p : R p for each p. If w : G ª G is an isomorphism of locally
completely decomposable groups, there is an isomorphism in Loc induced
as follows. First, w extends uniquely to an isomorphism QG ª QGX that
 .  .we also call w. Next, choose arbitrary decompositions R p [ D p s Gp
 . X . X X X .and note that wR p [ D p s G . Thus, if we define R by R p sp
 .  .  X X .wR p , then w determines an isomorphism from G, R to G , R .
 .  .A short exact sequence in Loc is a sequence 0 ª G , R ª G , R1 1 2 2
 .ª G , R ª 0 such that3 3
0 ª G ª G ª G ª 0 is exact1 2 3
and
0 ª R p ª R p ª R p ª 0 is exact for each prime p. .  .  .1 2 3
The direct sum of two representations is given by
G , R [ GX , RX s G [ GX , R [ RX . .  .  .
We remark that Loc is an additive category with kernels but not cokernels.
Our real interest is in certain subcategories of Loc. To define these we
w xwill need the definitions of outer type from W and finite outer type from
w xVW . Let G be a torsion-free group of finite rank, and let F be a full free
 .subgroup of G ``full'' means GrF is torsion . The outer type of G,
 .  .denoted OT G , is type W , where W is a subgroup of Q containing Z
 .such that, for each prime p, WrZ is isomorphic to a maximal cocyclicp
 .  .  .summand of GrF . The finite outer type of G, FOT G , is type X ,p
 .where X is a subgroup of Q containing Z such that XrZ is isomorphicp
 .  .to a maximal cyclic summand of GrF . Equivalently, XrZ is a cyclicp p
 .  .p-group with the same exponent as GrF rdiv GrF . Since the torsionp p
 .group GrF is, up to quasi-isomorphism, independent of F, OT G and
 .FOT G are well-defined types.
We next define a special subgroup G of a locally completely decom-red
 .  .posable group G. This full subgroup satisfies OT G s FOT G and hasred
other properties that simplify our arguments considerably. Let F be a full
 .  .free subgroup of G. For each prime p write G s D p [ R p , wherep
 .  .D p is a divisible and R p a free Z -module. Define a group G sp red
 .G F, R by G s F H , where, for each p, H is defined to bered red p p
 .F q R p .p
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LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a locally completely decomposable group and let
 .  .G s G F, R for some choice of F and R. Then F : G and OT Gred red red red
 .s FOT G .
Proof. For ease of notation, let H s G . It is clear that F s F F :red p
F H s H. For each p, the maximal divisible subgroup of the p-groupp
 . w  . x  .  .G rF is D p s D p q F rF . Let G rF s D p [ R p , wherep p p p p p
 .R p is any reduced complement. Let p be the projection of G rF ontop p p
 . w  .x w x w  . . xR p . Then p D p s 0 so that p H rF s p R p q F rF sp p p p p p p
 .R p . By definition, the finite outer type of G is the type with characteris-
 .  .tic e , where e is the exponent of the finite p-group R p ; and thep p
 .outer type of the group H is the type with characteristic c , wherep
w x  .  .c s exp H rF . Thus, the equalities p H rF s R p imply OT H Gp p p p p p
 .   . .FOT G . On the other hand, suppose the group H rF s R p q F rFp p p p
has a cyclic summand of order pk. Let x q F be a cyclic generator. Byp
 .multiplying by an integer prime to p, we can assume x g G l R p ,
pk x g F, pky1 x f F. A brief computation shows that the cyclic subgroup
generated by x q F will be a p-pure subgroup, hence a cyclic summand of
k  .  .order p in GrF. Thus, FOT G G OT H and the proof is complete.
We note that the subgroup G is not a quasi-isomorphism invariant ofred
G. Different reduced part functions can give rise to non-quasi-isomorphic
 w x.subgroups G see VW .red
 .For X a nonzero subgroup of Q, let Loc X be the full subcategory of
 .  .Loc whose objects are the local representations G, R with FOT G F
 .type X and pG s G whenever pX s X. For convenience we call the
 .  .  .group G, in a pair G, R g Loc X , a Loc X -group. The next lemma is
essential to our subsequent applications.
 .LEMMA 1.2. Let X be a nonzero subgroup of Q and G a Loc X -group.
Let GX be a pure subgroup of G and put GY s GrGX. Then there exist reduced
part functions RX, R, RY such that the inclusion and factor maps gi¨ e an exact
 .sequence in Loc X :
0 ª GX , RX ª G, R ª GY , RY ª 0. .  .  .
 . X YProof. It is well known and easy to show that both G and G are
X .  .locally completely decomposable. For each prime p, let D p , D p be
X X X . X . X .the divisible subgroups of G , G . Write G s R p [ D p with R p ap p p
X X .  .free Z -module. Because G is pure in G, each R p l D p s 0. There-p
 .  . X .  .fore, for each p, we can write G s R p [ D p with R p : R p .p
Y . Y . Y . Y . w  . X x XThen G p s R p [ D p , where R p s R p q G rG andp p
Y . w  . X x X  X X.D p s D p q G rG . By construction the sequence 0 ª G , R ªp p
 .  Y Y .G, R ª G , R ª 0 is exact in Loc.
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 X X.  Y Y .To complete the proof, we show that G , R , G , R are objects in
 . X Y  .Loc X ; equivalently, G , G are Loc X -groups. Let F be a full tree
X X Y  X. X X Ysubgroup of G and put F s F l G and F s F q G rG . Then F , F
are full free subgroups of GX, GY, respectively. Employing FX, F, FY and
RX,R, RY, construct the groups GX , G , GY as in Lemma 2.1. It isred red red
immediate from the definitions that 0 ª GX ª G ª GY ª 0 is anred red red
 X .exact sequence of torsion-free groups. We may conclude that both OT Gred
 Y .  .and OT G are less than or equal to OT G . An application ofred red
X Y  .  .  .Lemma 1.1 shows that, for H s G or G , FOT H F FOT G F type X .
 . X XSince G is a Loc X -group, if pX s X, then pG s G so that pG s G
and pGY s GY. We have verified the two defining conditions for GX and
Y  .G to be Loc X -groups.
The next lemma will provide a useful tool for calculation involving our
duals.
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 1.3. Let G, R g Loc X with G s D p [ R p and H sp
 .G F, R for some full free subgroup F of G. Then, as subgroups ofred
 .Hom QG, Q ,
Hom D p , Q [ Hom R p , X s Hom H , X q Hom D p , Q .  .  .  . .  . . pp
Proof. It should be clear how all four groups in the equality of the
 .lemma may be canonically identified as subgroups of Hom QG, Q . Since
w x  .  .H is X-locally free, we have by W , Hom H, X s Hom H , X . Sincep p p
 .  .  .  .  .R p : H : D p [ R p , by the modular law, H s D p l H [ R p .p p p
 .Using the divisibility of D p , any map H ª X lifts uniquely to a map inp p
  . .   . .Hom D p , Q [ Hom R p , X . Thus, the right-hand side of the equal-p
ity in the lemma is contained in the left. For the reverse containment, note
 .  .that R p is pure in G , whence in F q R p s H . Since H is a freep p p p
 .Z -module, it follows that R p is a direct summand of H . Thus, any mapp p
  . . X  .w in Hom R p , X may be extended to a map w in Hom H , X sp p p
 .   . .   . .Hom H, X . If c s 0 [ w g Hom D p , Q [ Hom R p , X , then thep p
X   ..  .difference c y w regarded as an element of Hom QG, Q maps R p to
  . .zero, and hence may be identified with an element of Hom D p , Q .
X  X .Thus, c s w q c y w is an element of the right-hand side of the
equality, as desired.
 .We are ready to define our dual. Fix a subgroup X of Q. For G, R g
 .  .U  U U .Loc X we define a dual G, R s G , R by
GU s FGU ,p
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where
GU s Hom D p , Q [ Hom R p , X : Hom QG, Q , .  .  . .  .p p
1.4 .
UR p s Hom R p , X . .  . .p
U  .  .THEOREM 1.5. The map : G, R ª G*, R* induces a contra¨ariant
 .  . UUfunctor from Loc X to Loc X such that is naturally equi¨ alent to the
identity functor.
 U U .  .Proof. We show G , R g Loc X . The first step is to show the
 U . U U   ..localization G of G at p is exactly G as defined in 1.4 , ap p
 .completely decomposable group. Let H s G F, R for some full freered
 . Usubgroup F of G. By Lemma 1.3, Hom H, X : G for each prime p, sop
 . U U  .that Hom H, X : G s FG . If rank G s n, then Hom H, X has rankp
 .  .  . w x  .n since OT H s FOT G F type X W . The containments Hom H, X
U  . U  U .: G : Hom QG, Q imply rank G s n. It follows that G sp
 U . U U  .   . .F G s G for each prime p. In addition R p s Hom R p , X isq q p p p
U  .   . . Ua complement of the divisible subgroup D p s Hom D p , Q of G .p
 U U .  U U .  .We have shown G , R is in Loc. To show G , R g Loc X , note
 .that by hypothesis on G, if pX s X then pG s G. That is, G s D p andp
U   . . U Uso G s Hom D p , Q is p-divisible. Thus pG s G . To showp
 U .  .FOT G F type X , we may assume without loss that Z : X. Then let
U  . U U U  U U .F s Hom F, Z , a full free subgroup of G , and let H s G F , R .red
 U .  .  U .We claim that OT H F type X . Then, by Lemma 1.1, FOT G s
 U .  .OT H F type X . To establish the claim, recall that, by definition,
HU s FU q RU p s Hom F , Z q Hom R p , X . .  . .  .p p p p p
 .If e is the exponent of XrZ , thenp p
e HU s e Hom F , Z q e Hom R p , X . .  .p p p p p p p
: Hom F , Z q Hom R p , Z . . .  .p p p
  . .  .We regard Hom R p , Z : Hom G , Z in the natural way. Butp p p
 .  .Hom G , Z : Hom F , Z via restriction. It follows thatp p p p
e HU : Hom F , Z s FU , for each p. .p p p p p
U U  U .  .  .Since F is a full free subgroup of H , OT H F type e s type X .p
To show that U is a functor, we need to define its action on maps. If
 .  . Uw G , R ª G , R is a representation homomorphism, then w :1 1 2 2
 U U .  U U .  .G , R ª G , R is simply Hom w, Q . More specifically, we may2 2 1 1
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U  . Uidentify QG with Hom QG , Q . Under this identification, w si i
 . U U U  .  U .Hom w , Q maps QG to QG . Plainly, D p s div G s2 1 i i p
  . .  .  .  .Hom D p , Q for i s 1, 2. For each p, wR p : R p and wD p :i 1 2 1
 . U U  . U  . U U  . U  .D p , so that w R p : R p and w D p : D p . It follows that,2 2 1 2 1
U  U .  U . U U Ufor each p, w G : G and hence that w G : G .2 p 1 p 2 1
Finally, we show UU is equivalent to the identity. But,
GUU s Hom DU p , Q [ Hom RU p , X .  .  . .  .p p
s Hom Hom D p , Q , Q [ Hom Hom R p , X , X . .  . . .  . .p p
Plainly, the first summand of the right-hand side is naturally isomorphic to
 .  .D p . The second summand is naturally isomorphic to R p by Warfield
duality. It follows that
GUU , RUU s F GUU , RUU , FG , R s G, R .  .  . .  .p p
and the isomorphism is natural. This completes the proof.
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 1.6. If E: 0 ª G , R ª G , R ª G , R ª 0 is1 1 2 2 3 3
 . U  U U .  U U .exact in Loc X , then the dual sequence E : 0 ª G , R ª G , R ª3 3 2 2
 U U .G , R ª 0 is also exact.1 1
 .  .  .Proof. Write G s D p [ R p , i s 1, 2, 3. By definition of exact-i p i i
ness, for each p,
0 ª R p ª R p ª R p ª 0 .  .  .1 2 3
is an exact sequence of free Z -modules, hence split exact. It follows thatp
the sequence
0 ª RU p ª RU p ª RU p ª 0 1.6.1 .  .  .  .3 2 1
U  .   . .is split exact, where R p s Hom R p , X . Moreover, the sequencei i p
0 ª D p ª D p ª D p ª 0 .  .  .1 2 3
is always split exact. Thus, the sequence
0 ª DU p ª DU p ª DU p ª 0 .  .  .3 2 1
U  .   . .is split exact, where D p s Hom D p , Q . It is now easy to see thati i
0 ª GU ª GU ª GU ª 0 1.6.2 .  .  .  .p p p3 2 1
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is split exact. By 1.6.1 and 1.6.2,
0 ª GU , RU ª GU , RU ª GU , RU ª 0 .  .  .3 3 2 2 1 1
is exact.
Let X be a rank-1 group. For X-locally free groups G, the reduced part
 .R p of G is either 0 or all of G . That is, for each X-locally free groupp p
 .  .  .G there is a unique element G, R of Loc X . In fact, the map G ª G, R
 .provides a category embedding of X-locally free groups into Loc X .
Using this embedding, it is immediate from the definitions that our duality
 .  .on Loc X restricts to Hom y, X on the X-locally free groups and is
therefore an extension of Warfield duality.
 .THEOREM 1.7. The duality on the category Loc X of locally completely
 .decomposable groups defined in 1.4 restricts to Warfield duality on the
X-locally free groups.
2. BUTLER DUALITY AND BUTLER EQUIVALENCE
Work by M. C. R. Butler showed that, up to quasi-isomorphism, the
structure of Butler groups with typeset in a lattice L depends only on the
structure of L. More precisely, let L and M be isomorphic lattices of
types. An L-Butler group is a group G that can be embedded as a pureL
subgroup of a completely decomposable group A s A [ A [ ??? [ A ,L 1 2 n
where each A is a subgroup of Q with type in L. The category of L-Butleri
groups has as objects the L-Butler groups, and morphisms are the quasiho-
 .momorphisms Q m Hom G, H . We can obtain an M-Butler group GZ M
corresponding to G as follows. Let B be a subgroup of Q such thatL i
 .  .type B s w type A , where w is an isomorphism from L to M. Formi i
A s B [ ??? [ B and set G s QG l A regarding all groups asM 1 n M L M
n.subgroups of Q . One can check that if G and H are L-Butler groups,L L
 .  .then Q Hom G , H s Q Hom G , H . These remarks indicate thatL L M M
the correspondence G ª G defines a category equivalence from L-L M
w xButler groups to M-Butler groups. For details, refer to AV-2 .
A quasihomomorphism duality may be realized in an analogous way. For
this case, assume w : L ª M is an antiisomorphism of lattices of types.
Starting with G pure in A s A [ ??? [ A as above, let B be aL L 1 n i
 .subgroup of the one-dimensional Q-vector space Hom A , Q withi
 .  .type B s w type A g M. Form A s B [ ??? [ B , this time re-i i M 1 n
 .garded as a subgroup of Hom A , Q . The exact sequenceL
0 ª G ª A ª A rG ª 0L L L L
dualizes to
0 ª Hom A rG , Q ª Hom A , Q ª Hom G , Q ª 0. .  .  .L L L L
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 .The dual of G is the image G of A : Hom A , Q under the mapL M M L
 .  .Hom A , Q ª Hom G , Q . This yields an exact sequence,L L
0 ª K ª A ª G ª 0,M M M
where the kernel K is the dual of A rG . In this context, one checksM L L
 .  .that Q Hom G , H s Q Hom H , G so that G ª G provides aL L M M L M
contravariant functor from L-Butler groups to M-Butler groups. We will
call G a Butler dual of G which depends on the anti-isomorphism w :M L
.L ª M .
Let P be a set of primes. If t is the type of a subgroup T of Q, denote
y` y`  y1by P t the type of the subgroup P T s n t: t g T and n is a product
4 0 0of primes in P ; and let P t be the type of the subgroup P T s Z l T sP
  . 4arb g T : gcd b, p s 1 for all p g P . If L is a poset of types, let
y`  y` 4 0  0 4 y`P L s P t : t g L and P L s P t : t g L . Loosely speaking P L
is obtained from L by making all types divisible at P, and P 0L is obtained
by making all types free at P. Note that Py`L and P 0L always have the
same poset structure}in each instance, the set P is eliminated as a
discriminator. Call P irrele¨ant to L if the posets L, Py`L, and P 0L are all
isomorphic. A theorem follows easily from the above discussion.
THEOREM 2.1. Let L be a finite lattice of types and P a set of primes that
is irrele¨ant to L. Then the categories of L-Butler groups, Py`L-Butler groups
and P 0L-Butler groups are all equi¨ alent.
A final result showing Theorem 2.1 is not vacuous will be useful in the
sequel.
PROPOSITION 2.2. If L is a finite poset of types, there exists an infinite set
of primes P that is irrele¨ant to L.
Proof. If s and t are any two types, we show that there is an infinite
set of primes P such that Py`s and Py`t have the same order relation-
 .  .ship as s and t s , - , incomparable . Suppose s - t and let s andp
 .t be height sequences of type s and t , respectively. Consider two cases:p
 .1 s is finite and t is infinite for some prime p. In this case take P to bep p
 .the set of all primes unequal to p. 2 There is an infinite set of primes I
such that s - t - ` for each p g I. In this case take P to be every otherp p
member of I. If s and t are equal or incomparable the arguments are
similar. Moreover, if P is a predetermined infinite set of primes, we may0
always choose P : P . For a finite poset L there are finitely many0
 4two-element subsets L s t , s . For L , choose an infinite irrelevant seti 1
of primes P . Then, for L , choose an infinite irrelevant set P : P .1 2 2 1
Continue in this way to obtain P s F P , an irrelevant set for L.i
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3. A NEAR-ISOMORPHISM DUALITY
Our extension of Warfield duality in Sect. 1 is not the right tool for
dualizing results on Butler groups. A crucial weakness of the construction
is that it does not dualize type lattices. More specifically, if A and B are
 U .  U .subgroups of Q with A : B, it does not follow that type B F type A .
y1 w xFor example, let A s Z, X s  p Z, and B s Z 1rq X, wherep prime
w xZ 1rq is the subring of Q generated by the inverse of the prime q. Then
U U w x UA , X and B , Z 1rq . Thus, even though A : B, the types of A and
BU are incomparable. We can circumvent this difficulty if we are willing to
give up isomorphism for near-isomorphism. This is accomplished by using
the duality of Sect. 1 on G for some set P of primes, and combining thisP
 ccwith Butler duality on G P is the complement of P in the set ofP
.primes . To this end we make a few more definitions.
Let P be a set of primes. Two quasi-equal groups G and H are called
P-quasi-equal provided there is a product m of primes in P such that
mG : H and mH : G. The restriction of a reduced part function R for G
 4to p g P is called a P-reduced part function for G. If X is a subgroup of
 .Q, we can modify the definitions in Sect. 1 to obtain a category Loc X .P
 .The objects are pairs G, R , where G is a locally completely decompos-
 .  .able group such that FOT G F type X and for p g P, pX s X impliesP
 .pG s G, and R is a P-reduced part function for G. The maps in Loc XP
 .are the homomorphisms that preserve reduced parts R p for each p g P.
 .  .  .Call G a Loc X -group if G, R g Loc X for some P-reduced partP P
function R.
For the rest of this section fix L a finite lattice of types; d : L ª dL an
anti-isomorphism of type lattices; X a subgroup of Q; and G an L-Butler
 .group that is also a Loc X -group. We construct a category SFQ sP
 .  .  .SFQ G, X, P of objects in Loc X that contains G, R for any P-re-P
duced part function R; and it is closed under pure Subgroups, torsion-free
Factors, and P-Quasiequality. Our duality has domain SFQ. Although the
details of constructing the category and duality are complicated, the basic idea
 .is not. We fix a dL-Butler group B that is a full subgroup of Hom G, Q
and is a Butler dual for G. A dual DG is constructed by combining the
 .duality in 1.4 with Butler duality as follows:
GU for p g P see 1.4 , . .p
DG s . p  B for p f P .p
 .Then DG s F DG . If R is a P-reduced part function for G, thenp
  . .Hom R p , X provides a P-reduced part function for DG, as in Sect. 1.p
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 4This whole procedure is then extended to the closure of the G under
pure subgroups, torsion-free factors, and P-quasi-equality. The reader who
is not interested in details is invited to skip to Theorem 3.1.
We first present the construction of SFQ. Regard G as a full subgroup
of a rational vector space V. Let B be the set of all groups H such that H
 .  .is P-quasi-equal to G l W r G l W for some subspaces W : W of2 1 1 2
 .  .V. Here we allow W s 0, in which case we interpret G l W r G l W1 2 1
as G l W , a pure subgroup of G. The arguments in the last paragraph of2
 .the proof of Theorem 1.2 show that any such H will be a Loc X -group.P
Moreover, standard closure properties guarantee that H is an L-Butler
 .group. The objects of our category SFQ s SFQ G, X, P are pairs
 .  .H, R g Loc X with H g B and R any reduced part function forH P H
 .H. The morphisms are the morphisms in Loc X tensored with Z :P P
Hom M , R , N , R s Z m Hom M , R , N , R . .  .  .  .SFQ M N P Loc  X . M NP
The first step in defining our duality is to assign a Butler dual to every
element of SFQ. For each subspace W of V, the exact sequence 0 ª W ª
V ª VrW ª 0 gives rise to an exact sequence of torsion-free groups
 .0 ª W l G ª G ª Gr G l W ª 0. For each such sequence, there is a
Butler dual sequence 0 ª BX ª B ª BY ª 0, where B is our fixed Butler
dual for G. As outlined in Sect. 2, the subgroup BX is the intersection with
  . .  . YB of the canonical image of Hom Gr G l W , Q in Hom G, Q ; and B
 .is the image of B in Hom W l G, Q . This accomplished, if W : W are1 2
subspaces of V, and B , B are the Butler duals for W l G, W l G, then1 2 1 2
 .  .a Butler dual B for G l W r G l W arises as the kernel in an exact3 2 1
sequence 0 ª B ª B ª B ª 0. Finally, any group P-quasi-equal to a3 2 1
 .  .group of the form G l W r G l W is assigned the same Butler dual.2 1
We now can define the duality D.
 .  .DEFINITION 3.0 definition of D . Let H, R be an object of SFQ
 .using R s R for ease of notation . We define a dual group D H for H asH
an intersection of localizations.
 .  .a Let B H be the Butler dual for H assigned above.
 .  .  . Ub For p g P , write H s D p [ R p and let H sp p
  . .   . .Hom D p , Q [ Hom R p , X .p
 .  . w U xcc Let D H s B H l F H .P pg P p
 .  .d A routine check shows that D H is a Loc X -group.P
 .  .  .e Let D L be the lattice generated by all type D H , where H, R
g SFQ and H has rank 1. Then it is easy to check that, for any
 .H, R g SFQ, D H is a D L-Butler group.
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 .  .f Define a P-reduced part function D R for D H by D R p s
  . .  .  .Hom R p , X for p g P. Finally set D H, R s D H, D R .p
 .If we define a category D-SFQ s SFQ DG, X, P , constructed as above
 .  .replacing G with DG, then for any H, R , the pair D H, D R may be
identified with an element of D-SFQ.
THEOREM 3.1. The correspondence D: SFQ ª D-SFQ is an in¨ertible
exact contra¨ariant functor.
 .Proof. Let D be defined as in 3.0 . To see that D is a functor, let f :
 .  .  .M, R ª N, R be a morphism in SFQ s SFQ G, X, P . That is,M N
w .  .x  .f g Z m Hom M, R , N, R . We show that Hom f , Q is theP Loc  X . M NP
dual map D f. First, since f defines a quasihomomorphism from M to N,
 .  .  .c cthen Hom f , Q is a quasihomomorphism from D N s B N toP P
 .  .  .  .c cD M s B M by Butler duality, where B M , B N are the ButlerP P
 .  .duals from Definition 3.0 a . In particular, Hom f , Q g Z mP
 .  . .  .  . .c c c cHom D N , D M s Q m Hom D N , D M . Second, for p g P,P P P P
f induces a map from M to N that preserves reduced parts. Thep p
 .  .  .argument that Hom f , Q maps D N to D M and preserves reducedp p
parts is exactly as in Sect. 1. These remarks together show that, as desired,
Hom f , Q g Z m Hom D N , D R , D M , D R . .  .  .P Loc  X . N MP
Exactness of D follows from Proposition 1.6 and the definition of D. To
complete the proof we construct an inverse functor G for D. First note that
 .G is an L-Butler dual for DG. In what follows, for each element H, RH
  . .of SFQ we identify H with its canonical image in Hom Hom H, Q , Q ,
 .and identify R in like manner. To define G DG , write, for p g P,H
 .  .  .DG s D D p [ D R p and setp
DGU s Hom D D p , Q [ Hom D R p , X : Hom Hom G, Q , Q . .  .  . .  . .p p
Define the dual GDG of DG by,
U
cGDG s G l F DG .P pg P p
Exactly as in the construction of D, we now extend the definition of G to
 .all of D-SFQ s SFQ DG, X, P . The standard properties of Butler and
Warfield duality show that G is an inverse for D.
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. Let H, R and K, R be any elements of SFQ. If KH K
is quasi-equal and nearly isomorphic to H, then D K is nearly isomorphic to
D H.
Proof. From the definitions of SFQ and D, D H c s D K c. Moreover,P P
 .  .by quasi-equality, H s K for almost all p g P. Thus, D H s D Kp p p p
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 .  .for almost all p g P. Since D H s D K for all p g P, it follows thatÇp p
D H s D K. Furthermore, we can choose a positive integer m such thatÇ
mD H : D K, mD K : D H and m is a product of primes in P. Therefore
w x w x.A-2 or L-2 , to show near isomorphism, it suffices to find a quasiiso-
 .  .morphism w : D K ª D H that induces an isomorphism D K ª D Hp p
for each prime p dividing m. Since H is nearly isomorphic to K there is a
X X .quasiisomorphism w : H ª K with w H s K for each p dividing m.p p
 X .  .Then w s Hom w , Q provides the desired map. To see this, let D p
 .  . X  ..  .s div K s div H . Then w D p s D p . It follows that w mapsp p
 .   . .  .  .D H s Hom D p , Q q Hom H , X isomorphically to D K sp p p p
  . .  .Hom D p , Q q Hom K , X .p p
EXAMPLE 3.3. Isomorphism need not be preserved by D. We give two
almost completely decomposable groups G, H ; Q [ Q such that G ( H
but DG and D H are not isomorphic.
1 1A s Z [ Z ,7 11
w xwhere Z 1rp is the subring of Q generated by 1rp,
1G s A q Z ? 1, 1 , .13
1H s A q Z ? 1, 2 . .13
 .It is easy to see that G and H are isomorphic under the map x, y ª
 .x, y11 y .
1  4To obtain duals, we let X s Z and P s 13 . Note that G and H are13
1 1w x w xP-quasi-equal. As a Butler dual for G we use B s Z a [ Z b. Here3 5
the lattice anti-isomorphism is defined by t ª t , t ª t , where t is7 3 11 5 i
w x  4  .the type of Z 1ri , and a , b is the basis of Hom Q [ Q, Q dual to the
standard basis of Q [ Q. The dual localizations GU , HU may be realized13 13
by
U 1G s Hom G , X s Z a [ Z b q Z ya , b , .  .13 13 13 13 13 1313
U 1H s Hom H , X s Z a [ Z b q Z y2a , b . .  .13 13 13 13 13 1313
It follows that
1 1DG s B q Z ya , b , D H s B q Z y2a , b . .  .13 13
It is not hard to see that DG and D H are not isomorphic. This is because
 . k .any isomorphism from DG to D H must carry a , 0 to "3 a , 0 and
 . l .  .  k l .0, b to "5 0, b . Thus, y1, 1 is mapped to "3 a , " 5b . Since
1 1 k l .  .1, 1 g DG, then "3 a , " 5b g D H. This implies the congruence13 13
 k l.  .  . k  ."3 , " 5 ' y2, 1 mod 13 . But 3 ' "2 mod 13 is impossible.
The next lemma is routine.
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 .  .LEMMA 3.4. Let H, R , K, R g SFQ with K a pure subgroup of HH K
 .  .  .  .and K, R : H, R . That is, R p s R p l K for each p g P. IfK H K H p
 . w  . x  .  .R p s R p q K rK, then 0 ª D HrK, R ª D H, R ªHr K Hr K H
 .D K, R ª 0 is exact.K
A torsion-free group A is called completely decomposable at p if there is
 .  .a set of orthogonal nonzero idempotents e , . . . , e in Z m End A ,1 n p
 .where n s rank A . The final lemma of this section puts some known
results in convenient form.
LEMMA 3.5. Let A be a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank.
 .a A is completely decomposable if and only if A is completely decom-
posable at p for each prime p.
 .  .b Let D be the duality on SFQ from Definition 3.0 and A, R g
SFQ. Then for p g P, A is completely decomposable at p if and only if D A is
completely decomposable at p.
 .Proof. The ``only if'' direction of a is obvious. Conversely, if A is
completely decomposable at each prime p, then A is plainly almost
completely decomposable}just use the quasi-idempotents for one prime
p. If C is a completely decomposable group that is quasi-isomorphic to A,
then A completely decomposable at each prime p says that A is nearly
w xisomorphic to C A-1, Theorem 7.16 . It follows that A is completely
w xdecomposable by A-1, Corollary 12.9 .
 .Part b follows from the fact that e , . . . , e is a set of orthogonal1 n
 .  .  .idempotents in Z m End A if and only if Hom e , Q , . . . , Hom e , Q isp 1 n
 .a set of orthogonal idempotents in Z m End D A .p
4. SOCLES AND RADICALS
For our forthcoming applications we will need to assume that the set of
primes P is irrelevant to the lattice dL. We make this assumption for the
remainder of the paper. The notation of Sect. 3 will remain in effect. We
summarize it for the reader's convenience.
Notation 4.0.
d : L ª dL is an anti-isomorphism of finite lattices of types.
P is a set of primes that is irrelevant to dL.
X is a subgroup of Q.
 .G is an L-Butler group that is a Loc X -group.P
B is a dL-Butler dual for G.
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 .D s D B is the correspondence defined in Definition 3.0.
 .SFQ s SFQ G, X, P is the category obtained from G by closing
under pure subgroups, torsion-free quotients, and P-quasi-equal groups.
The first lemma follows immediately from the definition of DG.
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Let H, R g SFQ. Then assuming P irrele¨ant to dL
 . 0 0a P D H is a P dL-Butler group that is a Butler dual for H.
 . y` y`b P D H is a P dL-Butler group that is a Butler dual for H.
 .  .Let A, R g SFQ with A of rank 1 and t s type A . The Butler dualA
 .B A assigned to A is isomorphic to a subgroup Y of Q of type dt . Thus,
if Dt is the type of D A, then Dt can be computed as the type of Y X,
where
¡Hom A , Q , if p g P and pA s A , .
X ~Hom A , X , if p g P and pA / A , .Y s . p pp ¢Y if p f P .p
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. Let A, R g SFQ with A of rank 1 and t s type A .A
Then
 . 0 0 y` y`a P Dt s P dt and P Dt s P dt ,
 . 0 y`b P Dt F Dt F P Dt ,
 .c if Ds F Dt , then t F s , and if Ds - Dt , then t - s .
 .  .Proof. Parts a and b follow immediately from the definitions. For
 . 0 0c , if Ds F Dt , then P Ds F P Dt by the irrelevance of P. By Butler
  ..duality Lemma 4.1 a , t F s . If Ds - Dt , then t F s by what was just
shown. But t s s would imply Dt s Ds .
A torsion-free group G has some well-known subgroups associated with
a type t :
G t s x g G: type x G t ; 4 .  .
Ga t s the pure subgroup generated by G s ; .  .
s)t
w xG t s F ker f : f : G ª Q, type f G F t ; 4 . .
a w x w xG t s G s .F
s-t
Our goal is to show how these subobjects behave under dualization. The
statements and proofs suppress the reduced part function R, since it is
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 .irrelevant to the calculations. Specifically, for H a group with H, R gH
X Y X SFQ and H a pure subgroup of H, put H s HrH . Lemma 1.2 applied
.to H provides P-reduced part functions such thatP
E : 0 ª H X , RX ª H , R ª HY , RY ª 0 .  .  .  .
 .is exact in both Loc X and SFQ. The results in the remainder of thisP
 .section Theorem 4.3 and 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 identify duals of
 .sequences of the form E . The particular reduced part functions chosen
play no role in the calculations. Hence we omit mention of all reduced part
 . X Yfunctions and write the sequence E simply as 0 ª H ª H ª H ª 0.
THEOREM 4.3. With Notation 4.0, let H g SFQ and V s D H. The
following are pairs of dual exact sequences:
a 0 ª H t ª H ª HrH t ª 0, .  .  .
w y` x w y` x0 ª V P Dt ª V ª VrV P Dt ª 0;
w x w xb 0 ª H t ª H ª HrH t ª 0, .
0 ª V P 0Dt ª V ª VrV P 0Dt ª 0. .  .
 .  .Proof. a Let t be a type in L. By Lemma 1.2, both H t and
 ..  .  .   ..HrH t are Loc X -groups. If W s D H t and U s D HrH t , thenP
by Lemma 3.4 the sequence 0 ª U ªi V ª W ª 0 is exact, where i is the
 . w y` xdual of the factor map H ª HrH t . We show that iU s V P Dt . The
result then follows. Let A be a rank-1 SFQ-group of type t so thatt
 .  . 0 y`  y` .Dt s type D A . By Lemma 4.2 b , P Dt F Dt F P Dt s type P D A .t t
Let f : V ª Py`D A be a group homomorphism. We show that fi s 0,t
w y` xwhich implies iU : V P Dt . We need to place f in a setting where it
can be dualized. Regard f as a map from Py`V into Py`D A . Then f is at
map in the category of Py`dL-Butler groups. In this category, Py`V s B cP
is a Butler dual for H and Py`D A is a Butler dual for A . Using Butlert t
 .duality, Hom f , Q may be regarded as a quasihomomorphism from At
 .  .into H, and Hom i, Q may be regarded as the factor map H ª HrH t .
 .  .   . .Since the image of Hom f , Q is contained in QH t type A s t ,t
 .  .Hom i, Q Hom f , Q s 0. By duality, fi s 0 as desired.
w y` xTo show V P Dt : iU, let Y be an arbitrary rank-1 factor of W and
let f : W ª Y be a group epimorphism. Then f induces a unique epimor-
phism f : Py`W ª Py`Y. The rank-1 group Py`Y in the category of
Py`dL-Butler groups has a rank-1 Butler dual Y in the category ofL
 .L-Butler groups. Applying Butler duality as before, Hom f , Q represents
 .  .  .a quasi pure embedding of Y into H t . In particular, type Y G t , soL L
 y` . y`  .that type P Y F P Dt by Butler duality Lemma 4.1 . This shows
 .  . y` w y` xOT W s OT VriU F P Dt so that V P Dt : iU.
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 .  . w x w xb As in a , the dual of the sequence 0 ª H t ª H ª HrH t
w xª 0 may be written 0 ª U ª V ª W ª 0 with U the dual of HrH t .
Let A s DY be a pure rank-1 subgroup of U. Then P 0A may be taken as
a pure subgroup of P 0U in the category of P 0dL-Butler groups. In the
w x 0category of L-Butler groups, HrH t is a Butler dual for P U and Y is a
0  . 0Butler dual of P A Lemma 4.1 . Therefore, the pure embedding P A ª
0 w x  .P U dualizes to a quasi-epimorphism HrH t ª Y. Hence type Y F t
 .  0 . 0  0 .and type A G type P A G P Dt . We have shown that U : V P Dt . For
 0 .the reverse inclusion, let A s DY be a pure subgroup of V P Dt . Then
 0 . 0 0 0type P A G P Dt and there is a pure embedding P A ª P V that dual-
 .izes to a quasi-epimorphism H ª Y. Moreover, type Y F t since Y is a
0 w xButler dual for P A. Thus, the composition H t ª H ª Y is the zero
map. It follows that P 0A ª P 0V ª P 0W is also zero. That is, P 0A :
 0 0 .  .  0 .ker P V ª P W so that A : ker V ª W s U and V P Dt : U.
Our next two results require two new definitions. Let H g SFQ, V s
Da . D H. Denote by V Dt the pure subgroup generated by DY: Y is a
4 Daw x rank-1 factor of H of type - t , and denote V Dt s F ker f : f g
 . 4Hom V, DY , Y a pure rank-1 subgroup of H of type ) t .
These definitions are technical and the notation cumbersome, particu-
larly as it appears in the statements of Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.5.
Unfortunately, we could find no simpler treatment of the dual sequences
we need for our applications. The overwhelmed reader can skip to the
applications in Sect. 5 and refer back to Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.5
as needed.
THEOREM 4.4. With Notation 4.0, let H g SFQ and V s D H. The
following pairs are dual exact sequences:
a U ª H a t ª H ª HrH a t ª 0, .  .  .
Da w x Da w x0 ª V Dt ª V ª VrV Dt ª 0;
b 0 ª H a t ª H t ª H t rH a t ª 0, .  .  .  .  .
Da w x w y` x0 ª V Dt rV P Dt
w y` x Da w xª VrV P Dt ª VrV Dt ª 0;
a w x a w xc 0 ª H t ª H ª HrH t ª 0, .
0 ª V Da Dt ª V ª VrV Da Dt ª 0; .  .
w x a w x a w x w xd 0 ª H t ª H t ª H t rH t ª 0, .
0 ª V P 0Dt rV Da Dt ª VrV Da Dt .  .  .
ª VrV P 0Dt ª 0. .
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 .Proof. a We write the dual of the sequence
0 ª H a t ª H ª HrH a t ª 0 .  .
as 0 ª U ª V ª W ª 0. Regarding U : V, we first show that U :
Daw xV Dt . To this end, let A s DY be a homomorphic image of V such
 .that type Y ) t . Our objective is to show that the composition U ª V ª
A is zero. For this, it suffices to show that the induced composition
Py`U ª Py`V ª Py`A is zero. However, the latter composite is Butler
a .  .dual to Y ª H ª HrH t , which is zero since type Y ) t . Reversing
the Butler duality completes the first part of the proof. We next show
Daw xV Dt : U by showing that W s VrU embeds in a finite direct sum
[DY , where each Y is a rank-1 L-Butler group of type greater than t .i i
a .  .By definition, H t is purely generated by a finite number of pure
rank-1 subgroups Y of type greater than t . That is, the map w : [Y ªi i
a . a .H t , induced by the pure embedding of each Y in H t , has as imagei
a .a full subgroup of H t . The duality D gives an epimorphism W ª DYi
for each i. The direct sum of these gives Dw : W ª [DY , which inducesi
Py`Dw : Py`W ª [Py`DY in the category of Py`dL-Butler groups.i
Since the original map w is an epimorphism in the quasihomomorphism
category of L-Butler groups, the dual map Py`Dw is a monomorphism.
Daw xPlainly, Dw is a monomorphism, which shows that V Dt : U.
 .  .  . w y` xb Theorem 4.3 a identifies the dual of H t as VrV P Dt . Part
 . a . Daw xa identifies the dual of H t as VrV Dt . The canonical epimor-
w y` x Daw x a .phism VrV P Dt ª VrV Dt is the dual of the containment H t
 .  .: H t . By Lemma 3.4 the sequences in b must be dual.
 .c As before, we write the dual of the sequence
a w x a w x0 ª H t ª H ª HrH t ª 0
as 0 ª U ª V ª W ª 0 and regard U : V. We will show that U s
Da . Da .V Dt . To show V Dt : U, let A s DY be a pure subgroup of V
 . 0 0 0such that type Y - t . Then P A s A l P V is a pure subgroup of P V
in the category of P 0D L-Butler groups. The pure embedding P 0A ª P 0V
 .dualizes, via Butler duality Lemma 4.1 , to a quasi-epimorphism H ª Y.
 . aw xSince type Y - t , this epimorphism maps H t to zero and induces
aw x 0 0HrH t ª Y. By Butler duality, P A is contained in P U so that A : U.
Da . aw xThat is, V Dt : U. To show the reverse inclusion, let w : HrH t ª
[n Y be an embedding of H into a direct sum of rank-1 factors Y , eachi iis1
of type less than t . We can assume Image w projects onto each Y . Underi
the duality D, this map dualizes to Dw : [DY ª U, with image of eachi
DY pure in U. The map Dw lifts uniquely to Dw : [Py`DY ª Py`U. Byi i
Butler duality, the image of Dw has torsion index in Py`U, since w is an
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 .embedding. It follows that Dw [DY has torsion index in U; that is, U isi
Da . Da .purely generated by rank-1 subgroups in V Dt and U : V Dt . This
 .  .  .  .proves c , and d follows directly from c and Theorem 4.3 b .
The dual sequences in Theorem 4.4 are not the ``expected'' ones. The
next proposition shows how to return to a more familiar setting.
PROPOSITION 4.5. With Notation 4.0 and V s D H, the following hold.
 . w y` x w x Daw x aw xa There are inclusions V P Dt : V Dt and V Dt : V Dt
that induce a pure embedding,
Da w x w y` x a w x w xV Dt rV P Dt ª V Dt rV Dt .
 .  .  0 . a . Da .b The inclusion V Dt : V P Dt and V Dt : V Dt induce
an epimorphism,
V Dt rV a Dt ª V P 0Dt rV Da Dt . .  .  .  .
 . y` w y` x w xProof. a Since P Dt G Dt , it is immediate that V P Dt : V Dt .
aw xNext, the group V Dt is the intersection of kernels of epimorphisms f :
 .  .  .V ª DY with type DY - Dt . Then by Lemma 4.2 c , type Y ) t so
Daw xV Dt ; Ker f by definition. The second inclusion follows. We now
Daw x w y` x aw x w xhave an induced map w : V Dt rV P Dt ª V Dt rV Dt . To show
Daw x w x w y` xw is monic is equivalent to showing V Dt l V Dt : V P Dt . Let
Daw x w x w y` x¨ g V Dt l V Dt and suppose ¨ f V P Dt . Then there exists an
 . y`  .epimorphism f : V ª DY with type DY s Ds F P Dt and f ¨ / 0.
y` y`  .Plainly, P Ds F P Dt , so that t F s by Lemma 4.2 c . If t s s , then
w x Daw xDt s Ds contradicting ¨ g V Dt . If t - s we contradict ¨ g V Dt .
This completes the proof that w is monic. To show w is a pure embedding,
 X. aw x w x Xwe show that w Y is pure in V Dt rV Dt whenever Y is a pure
Daw x w y` x  .rank-1 subgroup of V Dt rV P Dt . By the duality in Theorem 4.4 b ,
any such Y X can be written as Y X s DY, where Y is a rank-1 factor of
 . a .  w x  .  . a .H t rH t , hence of type t . Recall Bu-1 that H t , H t rH t [
a .  . a .H t and H t rH t is homogeneous completely decomposable of type
.t . Form the diagram
6 a .  .Y H t rH t6
6 6 .H tH Y ,
 .where the pure embedding from Y to H t is obtained from splitting maps
for the top left arrow and the vertical arrow. In particular, the composition
 .  . a .Y ª H t ª H t rH t ª Y is an automorphism. Dualizing produces
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 .the following diagram see Theorem 4.4 :
6
Da y`w x w xDY D H Dt rD H P Dt .
6
y`6 6w xD HrD H P DtD H DY
w xThe bottom right arrow factors canonically through D HrD H Dt . This
composition together with w and a natural inclusion map i produce an
expanded diagram, with labels added to some maps:
wa aD y` a6 6w x w x w x w xDY D H Dt rD H P Dt D H Dt rD H Dt
6 6
i
y`6 6 6w x w xD HrD H P DtD H D HrD H Dt DY .
b
By the commutativity of the diagram, biwa is an automorphism of DY,
the dual of the automorphism Y ª Y from above. It follows that wa :
aw x w xDY ª D H Dt rD H Dt is a pure embedding as desired.
 .  .  0 . 0b The inclusion V Dt : V P Dt is clear since P Dt F Dt . Next,
a .  .V Dt is the pure subgroup generated by subgroups V Ds with Ds ) Dt
  .any type in typeset V can be written as Ds for some s in the lattice
 ..  .  .generated by typeset H . By Lemma 4.2 c , t - s in L. Thus, V Ds :
Da . a . Da .V Dt by definition. It follows that V Dt : V Dt . We also need
Da .  0 .to show V Dt : V P Dt . The left side is generated by pure rank-1
subgroups of type Ds , where s - t . Then Ds G P 0Ds ) P 0Dt by Lem-
 . Da .  0 .mas 4.2 b and 4.1. It follows that V Dt : V P Dt .
 .To show that the induced map in b is epic is equivalent to showing that
 . Da .  0 .V Dt q V Dt s V P Dt . By the inclusions just established, the left
side is contained in the right. For the reverse containment, we show that
 0 .  .each pure rank-1 subgroup W of V P Dt is contained in either V Dt or
Da .  . 0 0 0V Dt . Let type W s Ds with Ds G P Dt . Then P Ds G P Dt . If
 .  .equality holds, then s s t by Lemma 4.2 c and W : V Dt . Otherwise
0 0 Da .P Ds ) P Dt and s - t . In this case, W : V Dt . This completes the
 .  0 .proof. In fact we have proved that for any type t either V Dt s V P Dt
Da .  0 .or V Dt s V P Dt .
5. A FEW APPLICATIONS
In this section we illustrate how our duality can explain a number of the
exact duality results for Butler groups. As remarked in the Introduction,
these have heretofore been somewhat mysterious: Butler duality only gives
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quasi-isomorphism results; and Warfield duality, while giving isomorphism
results, only applies in the locally free case. We begin with some examples
from the existing literature, examples of dual results that were obtained by
dualizing proofs.
EXAMPLE 5.1 pure subgroups and torsion-free quotients of completely
. w xdecomposable groups . Two dual results from NV-2 first appeared in a
w x w xdifferent form in B and GU . Recall that a partially ordered set S is a
tree if no two incomparable elements of S have an upper bound in S.
Dually, S is a cotree if no two incomparable elements of S have a lower
bound in S.
THEOREM 5.1A. Let G be a reduced completely decomposable finite
.rank group. Then e¨ery pure subgroup of G is completely decomposable if
and only if the typeset of G is a tree.
THEOREM 5.1B. Let G be a completely decomposable group with no
epimorphism from G onto Q. Then e¨ery homomorphic image of G is
completely decomposable if and only if the cotypeset of G is a cotree.
 .Note that G being reduced is equivalent to Hom Q, G s 0. The appro-
priate dual of this in our setting is the statement that G does not map onto
Q. Our duality can be used to show that Theorem 5.1A and Theorem 5.1B
are equivalent. In the interest of brevity, we show only that Theorem 5.1A
implies Theorem 5.1B. The reverse implication uses similar arguments.
Assume Theorem 5.1A is true and let G s [G be a completelyi
decomposable group which does not map onto Q. In particular, there is a
 4prime p such that no rank-1 summand of G is p-divisible. Let P s p
 .and let L be the lattice generated by typeset G . Note that every type in L
is finite at p. By choosing a reduced part function for G , a suitable rank-1p
group X and a Butler dual for G of the form B s [B , each B a Butleri i
dual for G , we obtain a duality D with DG completely decomposable. Ofi
necessity, X , Z so that D actually defines a lattice duality D: L ª D Lp p
 .see Definition 3.0 . To show one direction of Theorem 5.1B, assume every
homomorphic image of G is completely decomposable and suppose by way
 .  .of contradiction that cotypeset G is not a cotree. Then typeset DG is not
 .a tree. Note that the dual DG satisfies Hom Q, DG s 0. Thus, we may
apply Theorem 5.1A to conclude that DG contains a pure subgroup S that
w x is not completely decomposable. In fact, by Lemma 2.1 of NV-2 and its
.proof , DG contains a pure subgroup S of rank 2 that is not completely
decomposable at p. By Theorem 3.1, there is a homomorphic image H of
G such that S s D H. By hypothesis, H is completely decomposable, so by
Lemma 3.5, D H s S is completely decomposable at p, a contradiction.
This gives one direction of Theorem 5.1B, that completely decomposable
factors imply the cotypeset is a cotree.
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For the other direction, assume that the cotypeset of G is a cotree.
Then the typeset of DG is a tree, so by Theorem 5.1A every pure subgroup
of DG is completely decomposable. By Butler duality, every quotient of G
is almost completely decomposable. Suppose there is a quotient H of G
that is not completely decomposable. Arguing as above, H is not com-
pletely decomposable at q for some prime q. If H has quasisummands
that are q-divisible, then we may factor them out to reduce to the case
where H is q-reduced. In this case, we can also assume without loss of
generality that G is q-reduced and take q s p. But D H is completely
decomposable by Theorem 5.1A. By Lemma 3.5, D H whence H is com-
pletely decomposable at p, a contradiction. This completes the proof that
Theorem 5.1A implies Theorem 5.1B.
EXAMPLE 5.2 regulating subgroups and regulating hulls of almost com-
. w xpletely decomposable groups . Lady L-1 first defined and characterized
regulating subgroups of almost completely decomposable groups. Here is a
convenient version of his results.
THEOREM 5.2A. Let A be a completely decomposable subgroup of an
< < almost completely decomposable group G. Then GrA is minimal A is a
.  . a .regulating subgroup if and only if the induced map A t rA t ª
 . a .G t rG t is an isomorphism for each type t .
A dual definition and characterization for regulating hulls were given in
w xMV .
THEOREM 5.2B. Let G be an almost completely decomposable subgroup
< < of a completely decomposable group A. Then ArG is minimal A is a
. aw x w x aw x w xregulating hull if and only if the induced map G t rG t ª A t rA t is
an isomorphism for each type t .
w xIn MV it was shown that these two results are equivalent in a locally
free setting, where Warfield duality applies. Our duality removes the
locally free restriction.
We again show only that Theorem 5.2A implies Theorem 5.2B. Assume
 .Theorem 5.2A holds and suppose in the notation of Theorem 5.2B that
< < < <ArG is minimal. Let P be the finite set of primes dividing ArG and
 .define a suitable duality D s D B . Specifically, we can choose X to be a
 .  .subgroup of Q with type X s FOT G and let B be a Butler dual for G
< <chosen to make D A completely decomposable. Note that DGrD A s
< <ArG ; in particular, DG is almost completely decomposable. Now suppose
that S is a completely decomposable subgroup of minimal index in DG. By
w x < < < <M, Theorem 3.13 DGrS divides DGrD A . Thus, we may assume
S s D B with B an almost completely decomposable group containing G.
In particular, D B is quasi-equal and isomorphic to D A. Applying Theorem
 .3.2 to the inverse of D , we may conclude that B is nearly isomorphic to
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w x <A. By A-2, Corollary 12.9 , B is completely decomposable. Thus, DGr
< < < < < < < < <D B s BrG G ArG s DGrD A . This implies that DGrD A is mini-
 . a .  . a .mal. By Theorem 5.2A, D A Dt rD A Dt ª DG Dt rDG Dt is an
isomorphism. By Proposition 4.5 there is a commutative diagram,
a
6
a .  .  .  .D A Dt rD A Dt DG Dt rDG Dt
6 6
0 Da 0 Da6 .  .  .  .D A P Dt rD A Dt DG P Dt rDG Dt ,
where the vertical arrows are epimorphisms. It follows that the quasi-em-
  ..bedding in the bottom row is an isomorphism. Dualizing Theorem 4.4 d ,
aw x w x aw x w xyields an isomorphism G t rG t ª A t rA t as desired.
aw x w x aw x w xConversely, if the natural embedding G t rG t ª A t rA t is an
isomorphism, use the duality D to write G s DV, A s DU with U com-
.pletely decomposable , and t s Ds . Then we can use Proposition 4.5 to
obtain a commutative diagram,
a
6
aw x w x w x w xDV Ds rDV Ds DU Ds rDU Ds6 6
Da y` Da y`6w x w x w x w xDV Ds rDV P Ds DU Ds rDU P Ds ,
where the vertical arrows are pure embeddings. Again the map in the
 .second row is an isomorphism. Dualizing gives an isomorphism U t r
a .  . a . < <U t ª V t rV t . By Theorem 5.2A, VrU is minimal. As in the
< < < <previous paragraph, it follows that ArG s DUrDV is minimal as de-
sired.
The argument that Theorem 5.2B implies Theorem 5.2A is obtained,
mutatis mutandis, from the proof above.
 . w xEXAMPLE 5.3 balanced Butler groups . As defined in NV-1 , a Butler
 .  .group G is a K 0 -group. Inductively, call G a K n -group if there is a
balanced exact sequence 0 ª G ª C ª H ª 0, where C is completely
 .decomposable and H is a K n y 1 -group. Such a sequence is called a
 .  .K n -sequence. The dual notion is that G is a co-K n -group if there is a
cobalanced exact sequence 0 ª H ª C ª G ª 0, where C is completely
 .decomposable and H is a co-K n y 1 -group; and the sequence is a
 . w xco-K n -sequence. See NV-1 for complete definitions. Proposition 2.3 of
w xNV-1 is the following.
 .THEOREM 5.3A. Let 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be a K n -sequence. If
n q 3 .there are fewer than isomorphism classes of rank-1 summands of G,2
then H is completely decomposable.
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The dual theorem, which has not appeared in the literature, is:
 .THEOREM 5.3B. Let 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be a co-K n -sequence. If
n q 3 .there are fewer than isomorphism classes of rank-1 summands of G,2
then K is completely decomposable.
Again these theorems are equivalent via our duality. We provide a
sketch of the proof that Theorem 5.3A implies Theorem 5.3B.
1. Assume Theorem 5.3A holds and let E: 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be
 .a co-K n -sequence such that the completely decomposable group G has
n q 3 .fewer than isomorphism classes of rank-1 summands. Assume by2
way of contradiction that K is not completely decomposable at p for some
prime p.
 .2. Let L be the lattice generated by typeset G and construct a
lattice antiisomorphism d : L ª dL.
 43. Using d , construct a duality D with P s p so that DG is
n q 3  .completely decomposable with fewer than isomorphism classes of2
.rank-1 summands .
 .4. The dual sequence D E: 0 ª D K ª DG ª D H ª 0 is a K n -se-
quence. This is the most difficult step in the proof. To illustrate the idea,
we sketch the proof that D E is balanced. This amounts to showing
 .  .  .0 ª D K Dt ª DG Dt ª D H Dt ª 0 exact for each t g L. By Theo-
 0 .  0 .rem 4.3 and the cobalancedness of E, 0 ª D K P Dt ª DG P Dt ª
 0 .D H P Dt ª 0 is exact for each type t g L. If t is finite at p, then
0  .P Dt s Dt and we are done. If t is infinite at p, then D K Dt is the
 0 .  .p-divisible subgroup of D K P Dt and exactness of 0 ª D K Dt ª
 .  .DG Dt ª D H Dt ª 0 follows.
5. D K is completely decomposable by Theorem 5.3A.
6. K not completely decomposable at p implies D K not completely
  ..decomposable at p Lemma 3.5 b , a contradiction.
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